Loupe with magnifying lens as an aid to difficult intubation
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Unpredicted non visualisation of larynx after induction is a nightmare for every anaesthetist. It is not always possible to predict whether tracheal intubation will be difficult or even impossible. Various maneuvers and gadgets have been used from time to time to visualize the larynx. A four months old infant with diagnosis of Tetralogy of Fallot’s was posted for total correction. We encountered a difficult airway situation and we used the surgeon’s Loupe with magnifying lens of power 3.5 X, which to our surprise made visualization of the airway appreciable and we succeeded in intubating the patient without any further attempts.
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Introduction:
Unpredicted non visualisation of larynx after induction is a nightmare for every anaesthetist. It is not always possible to predict whether tracheal intubation will be difficult or even impossible. Various maneuvers and gadgets have been used from time to time to visualize the larynx. In infants, vocal cord access may be slightly more problematic because of certain anatomical variations: the tongue is large relative to the mandible and the larynx is more cephalad than in the older child, the epiglottis in infants is hard and is folded into an inverted U shape. In infants below the age of four months the epiglottis is at the level of the first cervical vertebra; at six months it has moved down to the level of the third cervical vertebra.

Case report:
A four month old infant with diagnosis of Tetralogy of Fallot was posted for total correction. After obtaining the informed written consent from the parents, the child was shifted to the operation theatre. On arrival monitoring devices were placed and general anaesthesia was administered. Induction of anaesthesia was as a routine cardiac induction. On laryngoscopy, vocal cords could not be visualised as the epiglottis was quite large with a markedly anterior larynx. Even after lifting the epiglottis the glottis opening was not clearly seen and the endotracheal tube was slipping into the oesophagus. Second attempt with endotracheal tube with stylet in situ was done but was unsuccessful. The problem in intubating the child was also augmented because of the poor light of the laryngoscope and poor appreciation of glottic and esophageal opening. Thus we used surgeon’s Loupe with magnifying lens of power 3.5 X, which to our surprise made things so visible that we succeeded in intubating the patient. After that we are using this magnifying loupe for intubating neonates and infants and it makes the task easy.

Discussion:
Various methods to handle difficult airway situations in children have been recommended in literature like the use of Laryngeal mask airway (LMA), intubating LMA, fibreoptic intubation etc. But we used loupe with lens in an emergency situation to handle a difficult airway. Surgeons in many specialties like cardiac, vascular, plastic, ophthalmic, dental surgery etc commonly use these magnifying loupes when doing surgery on delicate structures particularly vascular anastomosis. The Loupes used by surgeons are mounted on the lenses of glasses and can be custom made for individual surgeon, taking into account their corrected vision, interpupillary distance and desired focal distance. (Fig-1).
Multiple magnification powers of the loupes are available. In anaesthesia there is always a scope for innovations. Previously also many equipments meant primarily for different use have came to the rescue of the anaesthesiologist in difficult scenarios like the indirect laryngoscopy mirror and dental mirror for intubation. These equipments are simple to use, inexpensive and maintenance free. Indirect laryngoscopy mirror is frequently used by otolaryngologist and dental mirror by dentist. Application of these gadgets is not common in anaesthesia practice, but can be used in cases of difficult intubation. Conventional indirect laryngoscopy is, however, difficult for anesthesiologists because they are unaccustomed to using the head and the laryngeal mirrors. Visualization of the larynx by indirect laryngoscopy requires that anesthesiologists not familiar with the technique acquire some experience to become proficient. Thus we feel that this loupe with magnifying lens can be a rescue tool during laryngoscopy and intubation in neonates and infants.
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